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Abstract

The digital world is developing more quickly than ever. Multimedia pro-
cessing and distribution become vulnerable issues due to the enormous
quantity and significance of vital information. Therefore, extensive tech-
nologies and algorithms are required for the safe transmission of messages,
images, and video files. This paper proposes a secure framework by acute
integration of video summarization and image encryption. Three parts com-
prise the proposed cryptosystem framework. Firstly, the useful informative
frames are first extracted using an efficient and lightweight technique that
make use of the color histogram-clustering (RGB-HSV) approach’s pro-
cessing capabilities. Each frame of a video is represented by deep features,
which are based on an enhanced pre-trained Inception-v3 network. Af-
ter that summary is obtain using the K-means optimal clustering algorithm
means the representative key frames extracted using the clusters highest
possible entropy nodes. Experimental validation on two well-known stan-
dard datasets demonstrates the proposed methods superiority to numerous
state-of-the-art approaches. Finally, the proposed framework performs an
efficient image encryption and decryption algorithm by employing a gen-
eral linear group function GLn(F). The analysis and testing outcomes prove
the superiority of proposed adaptive RSA.
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Encryption and Decryption; Inception-V3; Video Summarization.1

1 Introduction
Multimedia content is expanding at an exponential rate in the digital era and has

taken on significant importance in the formulation of modern life’s methods. Processing
mechanisms in this situation have high operating costs and limited resources. Practically
every firm needs videos, encompassing social networks, web conferencing, traffic adap-
tive control, environmental monitoring, and security monitoring. Video data must be
processed in a significant way, primarily to recognize the instructive objects and scenes.
On the other hand, the storage and transmission of data alongside security has grown
to be a major concern. The system creates enormous amounts of data, all of which
must be processed securely and in real time. Thus, a few academics presented a vari-
ety of strategies, including video summaries and cryptography methods, to overcome
computational complexity and security Muhammad et al. [2020], Hamza et al. [2019].

Video summarization (VS) is the practice of extracting significant and brief video
clips that accurately convey the entire overarching story line of the original video Sahu
and Chowdhury [2020]. The generated summary must have two essential character-
istics: it must always include high-priority information and be devoid of any duplica-
tion scenes. As a result, the demand for automated and effective image retrieval so-
lutions is rising. These technologies are designed to automatically identify redundant
images Rani and Kumar [2020]. A traditional image retrieval method compares the
feature vectors of different images based on various distance metrics in order to assess
how similar the images are to one another. The most comparable images will be re-
trieved once a query image feature vector is compared to those in the database. The
first and most prominent visual feature in image retrieval and indexing is the color fea-
ture da Silva Torres and Falcao [2006]. The ability to demonstrate visual content in
images, the simplicity and high reliability of extracting color information from the im-
ages, the relative strength in separating images from one another, the relative robustness
to background complexity, and independence from image size and orientation are the
most significant benefits of color feature Alamdar and Keyvanpour [2011]. One of the
most extensively used color feature extractors is the color histogram because it is easily
implemented, computationally efficient, and invariant to rotation and slight changes in
viewing position Li and Jiang [2016].

The important scene that was highlighted inside the original video is represented by
the key frames that were extracted, but subject to issues with confidentiality, integrity,
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published under the CC-BY licence agreement.
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authenticity, and other factors, such information is not safe to share online. So, it is
strongly advised to secure frames Muhammad et al. [2020], Hamza et al. [2019], Sixing
et al. [2012], Mukhedkar et al. [2015], Ramanujam and Karuppiah [2011], Zia et al.
[2022]. As a result, the focus is applying the security algorithm to solve these kinds
of issues in our work. The innovative concept uses a linear group to make the key
space more difficult. It consists of exponential modulus as a function of group for
the encryption network and hides all features of the original image. The decryption
procedure, which is the inverse operation of the encryption procedure, is comparable to
conventional encryption-decryption techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Theoretical information related to
this research is discussed in section 2. Section 3 proposes a solution to the current
challenge in secure video summarization, while Section 4 outlines the experiments with
a comparison of proposed and existing methods. Section V concludes with conclusions
and future scope.

2 Related Work
The multimedia device intends to automatically perform an activity or provide real-

time information from the data centers. In other words, the key goal is to collect accu-
rate, intelligent data that performs via device mastery approaches under extraordinary
circumstances. Numerous different kinds of research have been done and are still being
pursued for this goal. A technique to directly measure pixel differences between two
frames was introduced by Wu and Xu [2013]. On the basis of creation differentiable
histograms and histogram-based loss functions, Avi-Aharon et al. [2020] introduced
the DeepHist, a unique deep learning approach for image-to-image translation.

To address the shortcomings of existing methodologies that neglect to consider for
variations in shot complexity, Liang et al. [2021] proposed a news report summarization
scheme based on SURF features and an enhanced clustering algorithm. The detection
of the shot’s abrupt and gradual boundaries was accomplished using SURF features.
The color histogram of the video frames within the shot was then clustered using an
enhanced clustering algorithm. The proposed approach recorded an average accuracy of
93.33 percent and a recall rate of 97.22 percent in shot boundary detection when tested
on news video datasets. In addition, Gygli [2018] proposed an FCNN to discover
shot detection end-to-end, from pixels to final shot boundaries and enabled to use a
large temporal context without any need to repetitively sequence frames. Souček and
Lokoč [2020] presented TransNet-V2, a deep network for identification of prevalent
shot transitions, that further represented a significant preliminary step of video analysis
procedures.

Both the computer vision and multimedia industries are now interested in research-
ing egocentric video summarization. Gygli et al. [2014] segmented the clip into seg-
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ments based on motion cues and gave each section a score. Finally, the best segments
from the summary were chosen within time limits. As a solution to the aforementioned
issues, Kumar and Shrimankar [2017] developed a local-alignment-based FASTA strat-
egy to summarize the events in multi-view videos. The FASTA algorithm was then used
to capture interview dependencies between different video views via local alignment
before object tracking that used to extract the frames with low activity.

The presented work highlight some well-known research on clustering-based video
summarization ( Sahu and Chowdhury [2020], Rani and Kumar [2020]) because that is
the basis of our solution. The most widely used clustering-based approaches are as fol-
lows: Sahu and Chowdhury [2020] introduced CSMIK K-means, which was K-means
based on a center-surround model (CSM) and an Integer Knapsack type formulation
(IK). CSMIK K-Means validated various cluster groupings and calculates the optimal
number of clusters as well as the associated summary. In the continuation, authors Rani
and Kumar [2020] presented a keyframe extraction technique focused on 4 visual fea-
tures, and a clustering analysis based on the Kohonen Self-Organizing Map to obtained
the most prominent frames from the list of frames generated after fusion. Papadopoulos
et al. [2013] proposed another fully automated VS method in which the final number of
clusters for summarization calculated by dynamic calculation process.

Due to the quick development of digital video technology, a lot of data is produced
through video calls, or internet video conferencing, for which participants set up an ac-
tive session for contact with one another. Web video conferencing, which is used in on-
line seminars or webinars, means that the sender sends their information on the web. As
a result, before outsourcing, it is very necessary to encrypt the confidential information
using an effective cryptographic technique. In a protected digital world, the ciphertext
pair and the integrity of the ciphertext pair data have a significant impact on network
efficiency. To obtain a strong security statement, it must be able to withstand all known
cryptanalysis. Against Simon and Simeck, authors Lu et al. [2022] developed neural
distinguishers (NDs) and related key neural distinguishers (RKNDs). Simon32/64’s ND
and RKND achieved 11- and 11-round accuracy of 59.55 percent and 97.90 percent, re-
spectively. In 13 rounds of Simon64/128, the ND achieved an accuracy of 60.32 percent,
while the RKND achieved an accuracy of 95.49 percent. In order to continue ensuring
the secure and efficient transmission of video data. According to Cheng et al. [2020]
the important semantic elements (IPM, MVD, residual coefficient, and delta QP) were
encrypted in each slice. This method made use of the segmentation capabilities of the
H.264 encoding and procedure of selective video encryption was based on video coding
technology and a four-dimensional hyperchaotic scheme. The authors also examined
the perceived quality of encrypted video using several reference videos sequences with
motion, texture, and objects.

Further, to ensure image security, Gaherwar et al. [2022] presented a method for
safeguarding images by selective alteration (SISA). The technique used selective en-
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cryption or blurring to encrypt an image, which reduced processing time with no com-
promise on security. By applying deep learning techniques, authors Ding et al. [2020]
suggested a method for encrypting and decrypting medical images (specifically DLED-
Net). To encrypt and decrypt the medical image, the Cycle-GAN network was chosen
as the learning network. The technique for modelling was directed by a target domain in
order to implement the encryption procedure. Additionally, a ROI-mining network was
developed to extract the ROI from medical images that had been encrypted, allowing
DLEDNet to segment the relevant organs or tissues in ciphertext environments without
having to first decrypt the images.

As opposed to the normal video acquired from a third-person view, the egocentric
video often captured by first-person equipment presents a number of issues. The same
items could disappear and reappear in succeeding frames in an egocentric clip since
the camera is always moving. Thus, creating automated, instructive summaries from
egocentric videos has grown to be a very difficult challenge. In this study, the best
clustering method for egocentric video summaries are introduced. The goal of the so-
lution workflow is to obtain better accuracy while using minimal processing resources.
However, certain solutions do not have sufficient robustness when it comes to secur-
ing key-frames. Another issue is the use of mathematical transformation for noise and
cropping-resistant image encryption. Consequently, additional in-depth evaluations to
choose the best cryptosystem are always necessary.

3 Proposed Methodology
The four key stages of our proposed framework are as follows: a) Preprocessing; b)

Feature extraction using the modified Inception model and obtaining a set of a number
of clusters (k values) for key-frame selection; c) Key-frame security. An overview of
our proposed solution is described in the form of a block diagram in figure 1.

3.1 Pre-processing
The video is comprised of multiple frames. Therefore, choosing a precise number

of frames from a sequence of video at fixed intervals is necessary for preprocessing.
Hence, the video sequence Vid is the set of number of frames FN at time ’t’, represented
by equation (1), in which F(t+i) refers to a frame at time (t+i).

Vid =
N

∑
i=1

F(t + i) (1)

The size of the Vid is extremely large as it contains useful and useless frames, which
affects the computational time. The elimination of useless frames from Vid is mandatory.
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of Proposed Methodology

Hence, global color histogram which analyze statistical color frequency in an image by
solving the problems of change in translation, rotation and angle of view Srivastava
et al. [2015] is used. For histogram computation, the frame is divided into three color
channels (R, G, B), and each color channel is further split into non-overlapping sub-
blocks. Let F(x),F(x+1),F(x+3),. . . . . . .,FN are the frames of dimension P*Q. The frames
are further divided into number of sub-blocks SB with dimension M*N, where M <
P and N < Q. The histogram difference of each and every channel is measured by
histogram intersection as given in equation (2-4).

HR (F(x),F(x+ i)) =
1

SB

SB

∑
k=1

((
1−

24

∑
i=1

min
((
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)
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R
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where, (Hx,k(l)) , (Hx+1,k(l)) are the color histogram of kth section of three RGB
channels of frame F(x), F(x+1) respectively.

Finally, the average of all channel differences, DH is computed as shown in equa-
tions (5) and it is compared to the input threshold TH in function (6) for the elimination
of useless frames.

DH−RGB =
∑(HR)+(HG)+(HB)

3
(5)

{DH−RGB < TH} (6)

If above condition satisfy then frames declared as useful informative frames.

3.2 Feature and Keyframe Extraction

To obtain visual descriptors, the presented method uses Inception-V3 ( Szegedy
et al. [2016] ). In comparison to dppLSTM ( Zhang et al. [2016] ), M-AVS ( Ji et al.
[2019]), GoogleNet ( Sahu and Chowdhury [2020] ), and SUM/GAN ( Mahasseni et al.
[2017] ), the model has the best feature to decrease the number of resources and enhance
speed. The fine-tuning of all the convolutional layers till the global average pooling as
the end of the network occur in this work. The final three layers are removed, and
the features generated by the bottleneck layer are used. After that, the well-known k-
means algorithm ( Ahmed et al. [2020] ) is applied to cluster featured frames. K-means
separates the area of focus from the background and utilizes a color palette to represent
the visual of frame as the human eye would perceive it. The number of clusters to be
set 15 percent and 20 percent for SUMME, TVSUM datasets respectively. After that,
the frame with the highest channel entropy in the cluster is declared as key-frame. The
entropy being discussed here is Shannon Entropy, which quantifies the informational
content of an image and specifies how much ambiguity or randomness there is in an
image. The information that an image contains can be calculated using the equation (7)
to determine its quality, in which ‘k’ is the color space of an image and ‘p’ is the ratio
of the number of occurrences of intensity level to total pixels.

H(I) = ∑
i∈I

pi(i)∗ log
1

pi(i)
(7)

where pi = p(k=i) ; i=1,2,3,...,’m’
Since then, the entropy computed from channels and HSV for hue, saturation, and

intensity value has been used for the colour histogram because it effectively divides
RGB into luminosity and chromaticity Nazir et al. [2018] and simulates how humans
perceive colour using formulas (8-10).
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H = cos−1
1
2(R−G)+(R−B)√

(R−G)2 − (G−B)(R−B)
(8)

S = 1−
(

3 [min(R,G,B)]
R+G+B

)
(9)

V =

(
R+G+B

3

)
(10)

where ’H’ is the hue dominant wavelength of color in image collection, ’S’ is the
saturation magnitude of white light with in image and ’V’ is the intensity value or light-
ness that describe how dark or light a color. Each RGB pixel in a colorful image is
3 bytes in size, with each color having an intensity range of 0 to 255 and a total of
256*256*256 colors that can be displayed. As a result, information entropy for frame F
of size M*N with RGB channel account of ARGB given in equation (11).

FRGB =− log2 256M∗N∗ARGB (11)

3.3 Keyframes Security
The unique characteristics of video, such as its enormous size and volume, make it

impossible to ensure video security, and the majority of currently used security methods
struggle to handle complicated data in real-time. Therefore, an adaptive RSA encryption
and decryption algorithm is proposed in this research as given in algorithm 1. The
ARSA uses three prime numbers because multiplying three significant prime numbers
quickly yields the desired result, but doing the opposite requires a lot of computing
power. The exponential modulus (g) taken as the number of elements in general linear
group GLn(F). Under matrix multiplication, the GLn(F) is a set of integrate n*n matrices
with elements in finite field F. The number of elements in GLn(Fp) is Π

n−1
k=0

(
pn − pk).

Suppose, there are n*n matrices with linearly independent rows. The first row can be
anything other than the zero row, so there are pn-1 possibilities. The second row must
be linearly independent from the first, so there are pn-p possibilities. The ith row also
be linearly independent from the first i− 1 rows, so total possibilities are

(
pn − pi−1).

Therefore, (pn −1).(pn − p).........
(

pn − pi−1) equals to Π
n−1
k=0

(
pn − pk).

Algorithm 1 : Adaptive RSA

1. Choose three prime numbers p,q and r randomly and independent to each other.

2. Calculate : n = p*q*r and g = gp + gq +gr
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(i) gp = (p2 - 1) . (p2 - p)

(ii) gq = (q2 - 1) . (q2 - q)

(iii) gr = (r2 - 1) . (r2 - r)

3. Choose an integer e, 1< e <g , such that gcd(e,g) = 1

4. Compute the private exponent d, 1<d<g , such that ed ≡ 1 mod g

5. Encryption : ’M’ is the original RGB image vector
C = Me(mod n)

6. Decryption : ’C’ is the encrypted RGB image vector
M = Cd(mod n)

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Datasets Description
The SUMME and TVSUM datasets were tested in order to validate the method’s

effectiveness. The TVSUM provides 50 videos from various genres, including vlogs,
news, and egocentrics, although the SUMME has 25 videos in the sports, holidays, and
events categories. Table 1 summaries the characteristics of both datasets.

Table 1: Characteristics Details of Datasets

Dataset Number of clips Resolution Shots Size

SUMME 25 720*1280 390 1hour 10 minutes
TVSUM50 50 360*540 1720 3hours 50 minutes

In the SUMME and TVSUM databases, the maximum number of user summaries
( Sahu and Chowdhury [2020]) per video is 15 and 20 respectively. The figure 2 shows
some extracted key-frames of the clips of scuba from SUMME and bike-tricks, groom-
ing animals from TVSUM datasets. There are no redundant frames in the key-frames
that were extracted, which accurately reflect the majority of the information in the video.

4.2 Qualitative Analysis
User summary for summarization from Sahu and Chowdhury [2020] and Zhang

et al. [2020] are considered as the ground truth for both datasets in experiments. This
work used the scripts and other helpful information Sahu and Chowdhury [2020] to get
the findings and summaries. Another potentially useful piece of work was completed
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Figure 2: Few frames of summary generated by proposed approach

by Zhang et al. Zhang et al. [2020], who used the SUMME database to generate their
outcomes and summary. The scripts and some other beneficial information are obtained,
such as reviewing the generated frames for video highlights since the strategy is reliable
for generating frames. The results of qualitative evaluation are displayed in figure 3,
and these clearly demonstrate that the proposed technique is capable of summarizing
key-frames that contain representative objects, such as the instant a person is jumping
or flying. The CSMIK k-means and online motion techniques, on the other hand, are
more likely to choose frames with limited information. The same is accurate for the
bike-polo key-frames of the proposed method given in figure 4 as compared to Gygli
[2018], which includes every action such as setting up in the goal, giving the ball to a
player, receiving a shot, tracking a player hopping into position, and quickly crossing a
player.

4.3 Quantitative Analysis

For performance evaluation, recall, precision, and f1-score are used as metrics. The
term ”precision” relates to a method’s accuracy, and it can be determined by counting
the key-frames that were improperly extracted. The recall value refers to the possibility
of each key-frame existing in the ground truth. In equation (12), KFmatched indicates
how many key-frames were matched to the ground truth, and KFextracted indicates how
many key-frames were extracted overall using our method. The number of key-frames
in the ground truth summary is denoted by KFgroundtruth in equation (13) and f1-score is
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Figure 3: Representative frames of Base-jumping category of SUMME dataset: 1st row
(Proposed framework), 2nd row Sahu and Chowdhury [2020] and 3rd row Zhang et al.
[2020]
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Figure 4: Representative frames of summarized events Bike-polo: 1st row (Proposed
framework), 2nd row Gygli [2018]

computed via equation (14).

Precision =
KFmatched

KFextracted
(12)

Recall =
KFmatched

KFgroundtruth
(13)

F1− score =
2∗ (Precision∗Recall)
(Precision+Recall)

(14)

The analysis of recall and precision under various types of videos in a comparison Ta-
ble 2 with the algorithms by Liang et al. [2021] and TransNetV2 Souček and Lokoč
[2020], and Table 3 below displays the f-score comparison results with Sahu and
Chowdhury [2020], Huang and Wang [2019], Gygli [2018], Zhao et al. [2018], Khan
et al. [2019]. The comparison results clearly confirm the effectiveness of the algorithm.

4.4 Security Analysis
To withstand extensive attacks, key-frames encryption and decryption are performed

using general linear group GLn(F) algorithms. Here, GLn(F) of degree ‘n’ over prime
numbers is the set of n*n convertible matrices with entries from prime numbers. The
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Figure 5: Encryption and Decryption of few representative key-frames using adaptive
RSA
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Table 2: Quantitative Evaluation of Precision and Recall

Methods SUMME TVSUM
Precision Recall Precision Recall

SURF Liang et al. [2021] - - 87.91 95.93
TransNetV2 Souček and Lokoč [2020] - - 92.02 92.56
Proposed 87.50 93.33 90.47 95.04

Table 3: Quantitative Evaluation of F1-score

Methods SUMME TVSUM

CNN+CSMIK K-means Sahu and Chowdhury [2020] 0.452 0.629
CapsNet Huang and Wang [2019] 0.89 0.87
FCNN Gygli [2018] 0.87 0.85
HSA-RNN Zhao et al. [2018] 0.89 -
CNN+LSTM Khan et al. [2019] - 0.84

Proposed 0.89 0.92

RGB channel of the image determines the group degree, with n set to 3. Two keys were
created using the RSA exponential modulus function of adaptive asymmetric encryp-
tion. These keys can invert each other’s encrypted data but cannot decrypt their own
data. The technique offers a high degree of protection for the key-frames by hiding all
features of the original key-frames as shown in figure 5. The technique is extremely
vulnerable to the secret key as value obtained by function of GLn(F). As a result, the
proposed image cryptosystem does not provide hackers with any helpful information,
thus efficiently validating security.

5 Conclusion and Future work
A significant portion of redundant video data is produced as a result of recent im-

provements in digital networks. Its management, analysis, and transmission are com-
plex. Hence, there is a need of image prioritization. In this study, the informative frames
are first extracted using an effective video summarizing technique. The experimental
results support our algorithm’s superior performance in terms of precision, recall, and
f1-score metrics when compared to existing state-of-the-art approaches. The security
and privacy of the retrieved key frames during communication are most importance be-
cause these are necessary for subsequent analysis. As a result, proposed adaptive RSA
to encrypt key-frames before transmission. Here, the exponential modulus that assists
in the creation of two keys is calculated using the general linear group.

The algorithm provides a high degree of safety as it hides all the featured infor-
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mation. The key drawback of the proposed methodology is that it keeps the visual
representation of the decrypted data while encrypting numerous frames at once rather
than one-to-one. Therefore, in order to increase the security of overall system, future
development will focus on dynamic keys rather than traditional encryption keys.
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